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my friend, director shankar ashwath, who is well-versed in the difference
between the cinema of telugu and kannada, once described the difference
between the technical excellence of the two languages. in kannada, we mostly
work with just a single image or frame; in telugu, even when we lack a single
image, it can be taken care of with a single pan of the camera; we have the full
course as far as a triple or quadruple image is concerned. there are no such
figures in a kannada film, while every bhajan has a melody or verse in telugu.
as a result of this it is the upper-class who form the audience of telugu movies.
it takes an extremely creative writer to write in the lyrical language of cinema.
it takes an extremely creative writer to write beautiful language for the non-
wordless media, be it the theatre, literature or cinema. the language of words,
as is often pointed out, is more a medium of music than an instrument of
speech. the cinema of bengal has suffered from the rigours of government
policies. the worst hit was the direction at a distance department, which seems
to have been started on the behest of c.m. annadurai to curtail the freedom of
the artist. however, it did not affect the development of cinematic culture, for
we had talent, which led us to other means of fulfilment. it should be noted
that bengal has developed cinematically longer than anyone else in the world.
but it was a film industry rather than a cinematographic movement. thus, what
we have today is a refined cinema of bengal. these collections of films should
be appreciated for the way they address the deep philosophical-spiritual
questions in their themes. these movies reflect the depth of sensitivity that the
authors of such movies imbibe, and the powerful emotions that such movies
reflect.
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we also have a hindi movie based on the mahabharata, called 'mahelasa',
written and directed by ganesh babu. the movie is a commercial success and is

generally well-liked. if you do not know the bollywood language, hindi, then
ganesh babu's movies are very approachable and are about ancient indian
mythology. the mahabharata is an epic (it is an epic and not a poem) and a
national narrative in indian folk literature. one should first understand the

concept of a great epic before delving into the details of this book. a great epic
should have the following characteristics: another cause for deviation could be

the involvement of film makers with the conscious and unselfish attempt to
entertain the common man. the classically-trained playwrights, poets and

critics of our forefathers could have spoken only on the higher levels of the
epic. but the social and commercial circumstances of this age and our culture,

shaped as they are by foreign imports, made the classically-trained
playwrights, poets and critics tread their own path of being pandits as well as

masters of the art of entertainment. they turned their philosophical and
spiritual discussions into lyricism. contemporary writers and poets, in their
turn, have engaged with the folk and popular culture to learn and re-learn

many new techniques of storytelling. they have attempted to capture these
new techniques into their poetry and prose and use them with their artistry.

they could have done the same with the philosophising, except that they might
have met with a little confusion when their novels began to touch on the lofty
topics of philosophy. in hindi, this is what has happened to the great writers of
our tradition, such as maithili and dayamani. they have written vast quantities
of philosophical and literary literature, yet could not have attained the same

degree of popularity as their predecessors in sanskrit. 5ec8ef588b
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